Abstract -The cognitive radio technology allows solving one of the main issues of current wireless communication technologies, namely a deficit of vacant spectrum. A dynamic spectrum access used in the cognitive radio networks (CRN) gives an ability to access an unused spectrum in real time. Cooperative spectrum sensing is the most effective method for spectrum holes detecting. It combines sensing information of multiple cognitive radio users. In this paper, an experimental evaluation of spectrum sensing methods based on the Kolmogorov -Smirnov statistical test and Energy Detector using the Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) devices synchronized through a MIMO cable and with further processing in the GNU Radio and Matlab software are presented. Three hard decision fusion schemes are analyzed. Simulation comparison between these rules is presented via Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. The influence of real channel with interferences is compared in contrast to commonly assumed AWGN channel model of vacant channel noise.
I. INTRODUCTION ARLIER this year, the IEEE Standards Association announced the creation of "IEEE forms study group to explore standardization for spectrum occupancy sensing technology" [1] . The main objective for this working group is optimizing usage of radio spectrum for wireless broadband services for the IEEE 802.22 standard. That is why, despite the fact that there are many investigations aimed at studying the spectrum sensing, this question is 
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The simplest and the most common method of spectrum sensing is the Energy Detector (ED). Moreover the sensing devices do not need any knowledge about the Primary User (PU) signals. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test [2] used in statistics to compare two random distributions is one of the promising approaches to spectrum sensing. Its application to this domain is based on the idea of testing the measured signal distribution over the noise distribution (usually AWGN). In this paper we want to perform an extended analysis of K-S test and ED in more realistic conditions -e.g. to test what is the influence of real vacant channel noise with interferences and to evaluate the influence of the precision of cumulative distribution function estimation. Moreover we are also focusing on few simple hard decision methods for cooperative sensing because these technologies are effective, simple and lowcost to be implemented. The evaluation is based on the experimental data from the Universal Software Radio peripheral (USRP) devices controlled by GNU Radio software with subsequent analysis in Matlab.
It is also important to note that most of the research efforts on different fusion rules for cooperative sensing are analytical and/or Matlab simulations based [3] - [5] . Recently a few measurement-based studies on cooperative sensing can be found in [6] - [8] . In [2] , [9] and [10] the authors investigate an individual sensing based on K-S test. These works provide the basis for our paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections II and III, we introduce K-S test-based and ED based spectrum sensing algorithms, respectively. Section IV briefly presents three most common hard fusion rules for cooperative sensing. In Section V, we provide a description of the experimental setup. Section VI presents simulation results, while Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SPECTRUM SENSING BASED ON KOLMOGOROV-
SMIRNOV TEST The detection of a signal within a noisy measure over a specific frequency band is the key problem associated with spectrum sensing. The essence of this problem is to distinguish between the following two hypotheses: where r(t) is the received signal at Secondary User (SU) location, s(t) represents the transmitted signal of the PU observed at SU, and n(t) is a noise (in the simplest case the AWGN, or other noise model).
In the case of K-S test, a decision between one or the other hypothesis is performed as described below. This test checks the accordance between the empirical (measured) and the theoretical distribution functions, whereas the distribution parameters of the theoretical distribution are known in advance. Fig. 1 illustrates the principle of this method.
Fig. 1. Visual description of K-S test.
The null hypothesis H 0 is assumed to be valid when the empirical and theoretical probability distributions are not statistically significantly different and the alternative hypothesis H 1 is assumed when these distribution are significantly different. First, the empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF), i.e., CDF of the received signal is estimated.
This function is defined by:
where J denotes the indicator function, which takes on a value "1" if the input is true, and a value "0" otherwise, N denotes the number of data samples from each given signal segment. The largest absolute difference between the empirical and the theoretical CDFs is used as the goodness-of-fit statistic, given by [11] :
where G(x) is the known (expected) theoretical CDF. In accordance with [11] this equation can be expressed as:
where F(x i ) denotes the value of CDF evaluated at the point x i . To calculate the theoretical CDF for the absolute value of complex signal and additive white noise with real and imaginary parts having normal distribution, the chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom is used [12] . In Matlab this can be implemented by calling the function:
that computes the chi-square CDF at each of the values in x i using the corresponding degrees of freedom v (in our case v=2).
The hypothesis H 1 is accepted at the significance level α (the false alarm probability) when the value of the test statistic T KS is lower than a critical value k(α,N). There are tables for the values of k(α,N) for 5 ≤ N ≤ 50 in the literature. As in our investigation N ≥ 50 the critical values can be approximated as [2] :
The motivation for this paper was to investigate what is the influence of noise having the distribution different from the exact Gaussian (i.e. real measured noise), to explore the influence of CDF approximation by finite (and small) numbers of points (important for the efficient implementation) and to check the potential of cooperation between several (at least two) sensing nodes.
III. SPECTRUM SENSING BASED ON ENERGY DETECTOR
In the case of ED technique, spectrum sensing is performed as follows. First N samples of the received signal from the investigated channel are received by SU. Then the signal is divided into N segments . Then the signal energy for each segment is estimated e.g. as:
where Y represents the output of the energy detector which serves as the test statistic. To make a decision about the presence or absence of a signal, we introduce γ as the threshold that varies depending on the noise variance σ n 2 . The probability of false alarm (P fa ) and detection probability (P d ) for ED is given as follows: [13] .
where Q(x) is defined by the complementary distribution function of the standard Gaussian and is given as
SNR is a signal to noise ratio, which can be defined in terms of the signal and noise variance (σ s 2 and σ n 2 ) as Therefore for a constant false alarm rate (P fa ) the threshold is given by [13] IV. COOPERATIVE SENSING FUSION RULES To improve signal detection, the cooperative spectrum sensing can be used [14] , [15] . In the prospective scenario, there are M SUs that sense one PU. Each of the SUs makes its own decision regarding the presence or absence of the PU, and forwards the binary decision (1 or 0) to a fusion center (FC) for further processing. SUs are located at a negligible distance from each other, compared to the distance from them to PU. Thus from a long-term perspective the primary signal received by all the SUs has the same local mean signal power. For simplicity, we have first assumed that the noise, fading statistics and average SNR are the same for each SU, and the channels between SUs and FC are ideal (i.e. there is no loss of information). A final decision on the presence of PU is made by k out of M SUs and can be described by a binomial distribution based on the Bernoulli trials where each trial represents the decision process of each SU. The generalized formula for the probability of detection at the fusion center is given by [14] , [15] :
where P d,i and P fa,i are the probabilities of detection and false alarm, respectively, for each SU. In this paper three rules of the hard combination scheme are discussed.
A. Logical OR-Rule
In this rule, a decision that the PU is present is made if any of the SUs detects the PU. The cooperative probability of detection (false alarm) using OR fusion rule can be evaluated by setting k=1 in eq. (14, 15):
B. Logical AND-Rule
In this rule, a decision that the PU is present is made if all SUs have detected the PU. The cooperative probability of detection (false alarm) using AND fusion rule can be evaluated by setting k=M in eq. (14, 15):
C. Logical MAJORITY-Rule
In this rule, a decision that the PU is present is made if half or more of the SUs detect the PU. The cooperative probability of detection (false alarm) using MAJORITY fusion rule can be evaluated by setting k=M/2 in eq. (14, 15) :
V. TESTBED DESCRIPTION We use a similar measurement setup as the one used in our previous paper [16] . Fig. 2 depicts this setup.
It consists of one personal computer (PC) and two USRP2 devices. One of the USRP2 is carrying out SU 1 as well as PU roles and is connected to the PC through a Gigabit Ethernet port. The second USRP2 (which is carrying out a SU 2 role) is connected to the first USRP through a MIMO cable to synchronize the system. Note that the precise synchronization between the SUs must be realized in order to realize the cooperative scheme. Optional GPSdisciplined oscillators provide the capability to synchronize devices to the GPS standard over a large geographic area [17] .
In the setup, the first USRP implementing the SU 1 and PU employs the WBX daughter board (front-end), while the SBX front-end is used in SU 2 device. One SU had an antenna behind the window and it was connected with an amplifier to enhance the received signal, the other had it on the laboratory table and the distance between them was about 4 meters. With such a scenario, two received-signal replicas were created.
Both USRPs work in the TV whitespace. The primary user signal, which was transmitted by the first USRP, is an 8PSK signal with a bandwidth of 200 kHz (bandwidth corresponding to wireless microphones bandwidth, although the modulations are different) centered at 611 MHz carrier frequency, which corresponds to one of the TV channels (in our experiment the 38 th channel). A priori we know that in the measurement location this channel is vacant. Each SU scans two channels, the first one is a free channel at 610 MHz frequency (this channel is vacant throughout the experiment), the second one is a channel where PU transmits. Note that although the channel is vacant, it is possible to suppose that the character of received signal is not exactly white Gaussian as it can contain interferences from neighboring bands.
The PC is running Fedora 16, the signal processing application is done using an open-source GNU Radio version 3.7.2.1. Each of SUs sensed the channel of interest. By applying the GNU Radio the sensing results are recorded into the data files for subsequent processing. After that based on the recorded data files, the values of P d . (23) In accordance with fusion rules for cooperative sensing, a final decision about a vacant channel is made. The most important results are presented below.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of a particular method of (cooperative) spectrum sensing techniques, the key characteristics as P d and P fa are used [3] . The ROC curve graph visually shows the dependence between these two parameters. All calculations for constructing diagrams are performed in Matlab.
First, we analyzed the dependence of P d and P fa on the SNR values. Fig. 3 demonstrates a higher detection reliability for increased SNR values. Fig. 4 is related to the practical implementation of K-S testing device and describes ROC curves for different numbers of points used for empirical and theoretical CDF approximation (N CDF ). It can be observed that also the value of N CDF = 7 provides sufficient reliability only slightly degraded than in the case of a higher number of points for approximation. Note that in this case the number of points in each signal segment and SNR value is fixed.
To illustrate the meaning of N CDF and its influence on the empirical CDF, we present Fig. 5 . It can be seen that with increasing N CDF the empirical CDF becomes smoother and closer to the theoretical one (in the case of valid hypothesis H 0 ). Fig. 6 shows simulation results for different channelsit compares the theoretical AWGN case with the real measured channel in TV band. As expected and evident from the figure, the pure AWGN channel results in a higher detection probability P d than the real fading channel. Note here that ROC curve evaluation has been done for one hundred samples per segment only. This relatively small value of the number of samples per segment (in comparison with e.g. 1000-5000 samples in [2] ) results in a lower SNR performance. ). Finally, we compared the single spectrum sensing by each SU with their cooperative version in accordance with three most-used fusion rules. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 illustrate these comparisons for K-S test and ED, respectively. Fig. 6 . ROC curves for 8PSK signal for different channel, SNR=9 dB, 1000 segments with 100 data samples. Fig. 7 . ROC curves for KS test for 8PSK signal for three fusion rules, SNR=0.5 dB, 1000 segments with 100 data samples. Fig. 8 . ROC curves for ED for 8PSK signal for three fusion rules, SNR=0.5 dB, 1000 segments with 100 data samples.
As can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8, all cooperative fusion rules gave a better detection performance than the individual sensing. The AND rule has a better detection performance than the OR and MAJORITY rules at low P fa . This is due to the fact that for OR rule the FC decides whether a PU is present when at least one SU detects it. While in the AND rule all SUs must detect a PU signal. Also worth noting is the fact that K-S test has a better detection performance than ED as for individual sensing as well as for all cooperative fusion rules.
As it is known [18] , for the IEEE 802.22 standard P d should be 90% or higher at P fa = 0.1. In our experiment, all fusion rules and each SU for K-S test meet this requirement, whereas ED cannot reach it for the same SNR values.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a performance evaluation of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test-based and energy detectionbased spectrum sensing methods in close-to-real channel conditions. We have compared the influence of real channel noise and interferences on the sensing performance expressed by the Receiver Operational Characteristics and the effect of cumulative function approximations by a finite number of samples. Finally, the hard (binary) fusion rules for cooperative sensing were used to demonstrate their improvement on the decision process. Using an example of the sensed 8PSK signal with different SNR values, it is first checked that the performance of individual sensing improves with an increased SNR. It was also demonstrated that the probability of detection for real channel deteriorates in comparison with AWGN usually assumed in theoretical analysis. On the contrary, the effect of finite approximation of distribution functions seems to be marginal.
In our future work, we will use the investigated sensors for TV and wireless microphones signals cooperative sensing in a city area on several vacant TV channels.
